{ TV }

Theyy Got
Game

A group of college pals scores a
slam dunk with their web-turned-TV
series, The Basketball Jones.
{ By Zac Crain }

Five years ago
ago, ffriends
i d and
d sports
t fanatics
f
J.E. Skeets, Tas Melas and Jason Doyle graduated
from Ryerson University in Toronto and found
themselves stuck in unfulfilling day jobs. For
fun, they started a weekly podcast that revolved
around the NBA. Skeets and Melas played host;
Doyle produced. They called it The Basketball
Jones.
“We were talking about how you break into
the field [of broadcasting],” Skeets remembers.
“We just basically figured, why don’t we make our
own thing?”
Their own thing grew quickly, progressing from
once a week to twice to daily and then shifting to
video. By 2008, The Basketball Jones podcast was
one of the most popular sports shows on iTunes.
Each day, the pair broke down the previous
night’s games and the league’s running story lines,
but it wasn’t just an amateur version of SportsCenterr or NBA on TNT;
T it’s doubtful you’d see Scott
Van Pelt hosting in a mariachi outfit — as Skeets
did when he lost a bet. And you certainly wouldn’t

see Ernie Johnson dancing through the streets
pretending to be Orlando Magic forward Hedo
Turkoglu, as Melas did for no reason in particular.
The winning combination of information and
entertainment led the Score, Canada’s answer to
ESPN, to hire Skeets, Melas and Doyle (along with
friend and producer Matt Osten), to bring Jones
to the network last season. In addition to a daily
video podcast, they now have a weekly TV show
— not to mention the freedom and the resources
to turn just about any idea they can come up with
into a reality. (Search for “Like a Bosh” on YouTube
for a sample.)
Skeets realizes their good fortune and that
the whole thing sounds like the plot to the first
Wayne’s World
d movie. But unlike the cable-access
heroes of Aurora, Ill., Skeets and his friends
haven’t been elbowed out of their own franchise.
Instead?
“That was the exact opposite of coming to the
Score,” Skeets says. “They understood why we’d
been able to turn something out of nothing.”
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On Location with …
Dana Delany
and Jeri Ryan
Dana Delany and Jeri Ryan — who
play medical examiners on the new
ABC drama Body of Prooff — share
with American Wayy their favorite
places in Providence, R.I., where the
Philadelphia-set show is shot.
{ By Sona Charaipotra }
MAD ERNIE’S HOMEMADE ICE CREAM AND
CAFÉ

485 Angell St.
www.madernies.com
“My daughter and I go here for quick lunches,”
Ryan says. “I’m a pistachio girl, and Gisele generally gets whatever is purple that day — with
sprinkles, of course.”
RHODE ISLAND STATE HOUSE

82 Smith St.
www.ri.gov
“Definitely check out the old State House, designed by Stanford White,” Delany says. “It has
the fourth-largest self-supported marble dome
in the world.”
RED STRIPE

Mad
d Love

The last season of AMC’s Mad Men
was a doozy, wasn’t it? For those of you still not on the bandwagon,
we’ll give you a spoiler-free recap of the goings-on:

Joan got
REAC !

T
ies!
ED d

Don
ACE got
D!

On second thought, maybe you should just watch it for
yourself. And with MAD MEN: SEASON FOUR on DVD now,
you can. We’re giving away copies to 10 lucky readers at
www.americanwaymag.com/promotions. — Jessica Jones

465 Angell St.
www.redstriperestaurants.com
“This little bistro in Wayland Square is my go-to
place,” Ryan says. “My daughter loves it too.
They have a great coq au vin.”
AL FORNO RESTAURANT

577 South Main St.
www.alforno.com
“Al Forno is still the gold standard in a city filled
with great restaurants,” Delany says. “But any
Italian spot on Federal Hill will be worthwhile.”
Duck Confit
and Duck Roulade
at Red Stripe

